BUSINESS UPDATE

Company introduces SafScan™ High-Definition Laser Surveying
Safway® Group

S

afway® Group is introducing SafScan™
High-Definition Laser Surveying to provide highly accurate 3-D images of existing
conditions at any industrial site. “Instead of
relying on out-of-date drawings or estimated
measurements to engineer and plan projects,
SafScan creates a precise, as-built copy of any
facility using state-of-the-art laser scanning
equipment,” said Safway Division Manager
Jerry Dolly.
Offering experience and expertise in
access, scaffolding, insulation, fireproofing,
surface preparation and coatings, Safway
provides high-performance multiservice
solutions through more than 90 locations
across North America and a growing system
of distributors worldwide. Safway is the first
and only access and industrial service company to provide clients with high-definition
laser surveying.
“SafScan provides a level of precision
that is nothing short of amazing,” explained
Dolly. “By using SafScan, we can collect 1
million data points per second. This allows
us to design, plan, order equipment and
materials, and schedule labor to improve
productivity and safety on a solid, reliable
foundation of information.”

es include 3-D drawings/models, site/plant
documentation, project planning, sections and
elevations, and ‘clash’ detection or clearances,” added Dolly.
By taking advantage of Safway’s complete array of access and industrial services —
including SafScan — time and costs can be

saved while quality, productivity and safety
are enhanced. Safway has been an industry
leader since 1936.
For more information about Safway
Group’s services and capabilities, visit
www.safwaygroup.com or call (800)
558-4772.
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SafScan™ of Noble Max Smith oil rig.

The opportunities for
project improvement
and workflow as a result
of using SafScan are
enormous.
After the point-cloud data (a 3-D coordinate system of points measured by SafScan)
has been gathered, Safway’s engineers can
begin designing and planning a comprehensive solution for the job. Whether it’s new
pipe modeling for a pipe rack project or taking detailed I-beam or tank measurements
so scaffolding and platforms can be built
to fit before any equipment arrives on the
jobsite, SafScan provides a head start that
can save valuable time and money caused
by project delays and retrofits.
No industry is beyond the scope of
SafScan. Safway Group companies serve
the petrochemical, oil and gas, power, refining, marine, manufacturing, transportation
and commercial construction industries, and
include CL Coatings, Industrial Coatings and
Fireproofing, Redi Solutions, Safway Atlantic,
Safway Services, Safway Services Canada,
S&E Bridge & Scaffold, and Swing Staging.
The opportunities for project improvement and workflow as a result of using
SafScan High-Definition Laser Surveying
are enormous. “Custom solutions utilizing
SafScan’s equipment, services and resourcRead BIC Magazine online at BICMagazine.com
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